Santa Fe Botanical Garden at Museum Hill - Phase Two

Ojos y Manos: Eyes and Hands

Numbers in parentheses indicate there is more than one of the naming opportunities available. Each is priced separately.

$1,500,000 – The Gathering Place
The dramatic centerpiece of Phase Two, measuring nearly 50 feet in diameter, is the focal point for myriad educational activities and celebratons. Dance, music, drama, and a variety of learning and entertainment experiences will blend into the Garden’s tapestry of offerings for all ages.

$150,000 – Discovery Walkway
This broad walkway encircles the Gathering Place on three sides, each terrace serves multiple functions during the year, both as planting areas of seasonal crops and for seating overlooking visitors will be treated to a striking array of colorful native plants that embody the spirit of Ojos y Manos.

$125,000 – Classroom Sunrise
$35,000 – Furnishings, large classroom
$25,000 – Furnishings, Sunrise, Sunset classrooms
To create an engaging learning space for successful education programs for school groups and adult classes, the right equipment and furnishings are essential.

$25,000 – Discovery Area Walk Sunset RESERVED; $15,000 – Discovery Area Walk Sunrise RESERVED
Immediately accessible to the Discovery Walkway, these areas of the Garden will delight visitors with a rich variety of native plants from New Mexico and the Southwest.

$20,000 – Pergola Planting Area, Large RESERVED; $15,000 – Pergola Planting Area, Small (2) 2 RESERVED
Nested along a path that meanders its way to Keamy’s Gap Bridge, these exquisite planting areas invite visitors to linger as they stroll from the Orchard Gardens to Ojos y Manos.

$1,500,000 Ojos y Manos – Your Name on Phase Two
In recognition of the donor, or in honor or memory of others. Your Name on Phase Two will create an “outdoor living room” setting where visitors can pause to enjoy the quiet beauty of nature.

$500,000 – The Gathering Place
The dramatic centerpiece of Phase Two, measuring nearly 50 feet in diameter, is the focal point for myriad educational activities and celebrations. Dance, music, drama, and a variety of learning and entertainment experiences will blend into the Garden’s tapestry of offerings for all ages.

$250,000 – Learning Center Pavilion
The primary gathering place where visitors enjoy the wide range of programs offered within Ojos y Manos. The roofed pavilion provides shelter for a capacity of 100 on terraced seating.

$200,000 – Learning Ramada RESERVED; $125,000 – Classroom Sunrise RESERVED; Sunset
Groups of all ages will gather in these shaded interactive learning spaces where visitors and students will explore New Mexico’s flora, fauna, climate change, and water conservation.

$150,000 – Hornos Plaza RESERVED
Overlooking the arroyo and Keamy’s Gap Bridge, the Hornos Plaza is where food crops become scrumptious edibles through hands-on cooking activities. For many, this may become a favorite destination in the Botanical Garden.

$150,000 – The Pergola
Centrally located in the Garden, this double-use structure serves as a roombox and storage facility. The attractive handicapped-accessible building, with its vine-covered pergola, enables the structure to serve as a restroom and storage facility.

$100,000 – Sun Terrace; $50,000 – Middle; $30,000 Seating, Inner
$75,000 – Exploration Place Sunrise, Sunset (2) 2 RESERVED
Hand-on learning experiences are essential aspects of a visit to the Garden’s ethnobotanical area. These informal activity areas will provide creative spaces where students of all ages can gain a deeper appreciation of the natural world.

$70,000 – Pavillion Seating, Outer; $50,000 Seating, Middle; $30,000 Seating, Inner
These curved benches provide seating beneath the Learning Center Pavilion’s covered structure. With total linear footage of seating increasing from lower to higher terraces, these combined benches will seat approximately 100 visitors.

$75,000 – Central Procession Walkway
Ascending from Keamy’s Gap Bridge, this processional walkway is the dramatic entrance into Ojos y Manos. With richly planted areas on each side, visitors will know they are entering an inspiring and beautiful learning environment.

$100,000 – Earth Terrace; $60,000 – Moon Terrace
Encircling the Gathering Place on three sides, each terrace serves multiple functions during the year, both as planting areas of seasonal crops and for seating overlooking visitors will be treated to a striking array of colorful native plants that embody the spirit of Ojos y Manos.

$50,000 – Discovery Garden Sunrise, Sunset (2) 2 RESERVED
With close proximity to activity areas for student learning, these garden areas will be planted with a variety of flora that support and give focus to the Garden’s changing educational programs.

$50,000 – Stone Spiral Columns (2)
Flaunting a dramatic gateway into the Commercial Plaza, these majestic works of sculpture measure nearly eight feet high and are crafted from local stone, enriching the authentic sense of place.

$50,000 – Classroom Storage RESERVED
This beautiful structure echoes New Mexico’s traditional architecture while providing critical space for educational equipment, furniture, and materials.

$50,000 – Discovery Garden Sunrise, Sunset (2) 2 RESERVED
Combining beauty and functionality, these charming structures have long been associated with Southwestern culture’s passion for food. Students of all ages will gain a deeper understanding of cooking and gardening techniques. The small hornos are scaled for children to learn about cooking techniques and food sources.

$35,000 – Furnishings, large classroom (2); $25,000 – Furnishings, Sunrise, Sunset classrooms (2)
To create an engaging learning space for successful education programs for school groups and adult classes, the right equipment and furnishings are essential.

$30,000 – Hornos Large RESERVED; $20,000 – Hornos Medium RESERVED
Combining beauty and functionality, these charming structures have long been associated with Southwestern culture’s passion for food. Students of all ages will gain a deeper understanding of cooking and gardening techniques. The small hornos are scaled for children to learn about cooking techniques and food sources.

$25,000 – Discovery Area Walk Sunset RESERVED; $15,000 – Discovery Area Walk Sunrise RESERVED
Immediately accessible to the Discovery Walkway, these areas of the Garden will delight visitors with a rich variety of native plants from New Mexico and the Southwest.

$25,000 – Rockeries (4) 4 RESERVED
New Mexico’s dramatic geological history provides exquisite varieties of rocks. When combined with the work of gifted craftsmen and beautiful curved benches, these rockeries become inspiring places to pause and reflect upon nature.

$20,000 – Pergola Planting Area, Large RESERVED; $15,000 – Pergola Planting Area, Small (2) 2 RESERVED
Nested along a path that meanders its way to Keamy’s Gap Bridge, these exquisite planting areas invite visitors to linger as they stroll from the Orchard Gardens to Ojos y Manos.

$10,000 – Pergola Stairs (4) 2 RESERVED
As visitors make their way from the Orchard Gardens to Ojos y Manos, a series of stairs provides alternate paths to enjoy the enchanting plantings along the way.

$7,500 – Benches (7) 11 RESERVED
Beautiful teak benches located throughout the Garden will create an “outdoor living room” setting where visitors can pause to enjoy the quiet beauty of nature.

Plant collection naming opportunities are forthcoming.